DRIVING DIRECTIONS:
To UW Medical Center from Interstate 5 and SR 520
 From I5, take Exit #168B (Bellevue/Kirkland) onto SR 520.
 Take the first exit off SR 520 to Montlake Blvd.
 At the light, turn left onto Montlake Blvd. and continue north in the left of two northbound lanes.
 Cross the Montlake drawbridge in the left lane and, at the traffic light, turn left onto NE Pacific
Street.

PARKING:
Triangle Parking Garage to BB Wing
Accessed from NE Pacific Place off of NE Pacific St, the Triangle garage is across the street from the UW Medical
Center. Pay as you leave.
 Walk to the UW Medical Center via the underground Pedestrian Tunnel or by crossing NE Pacific St.
 Enter the hospital and walk right (west) to the BB elevators (you’ll pass the Pacific elevators). Take
the BB elevators to the 16th floor. The Chair’s office is located in Room BB1644; our conference
room BB1640 is next door.
South Campus Center (S1) Parking Lot/Garage to BB Wing
Located behind the medical center and accessed from Columbia Road via 15th Ave NE. The cost per day is $15,
paid on entry.
 Follow the overhead, blue “Hospital” signs to an orange-painted entrance on the left, at the far end
of the parking lot (by the handicapped parking spaces).
 Walk down the long corridor and turn right through the automatic doors.
 Take your first left (before the RR elevators) and use the BB elevators which will be on your right
after another long basement corridor. Take the BB elevators to the 16th floor. The Chair’s office is
located in Room BB1644; our conference room BB1640 is next door.
Disability Parking is available in both the Triangle garage and the S1 garage. Limited space is available for
oversized vehicles in the S1 lot.
Valet Parking is also available at the front entrance of the UW Medical Center.

SHUTTLE:
Directions from UWMC Health Sciences Express Shuttle Stop to BB Wing
 Enter the building through the main hospital entrance (this is the 3rd floor)
 Take a right when you enter and walk past the Pacific Elevators.
 On the left hand side of the hall you will find the BB bank of elevators.
 Take the BB elevators to the 16th floor. The Chair’s office is located in Room BB1644; our conference
room BB1640 is next door.
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OFFICE OF THE CHAIR
UW Psychiatry & Behavioral Sciences
1959 NE Pacific Street
Box 356560, Room BB1644
Seattle, WA 98195-6560
Phone: 206-543-3750

RESOURCES
University of Washington Campus Map: https://www.washington.edu/maps/
Transportation Services: Parking Lots and Garages:
http://www.washington.edu/facilities/transportation/parkinglots
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